
HOW HAS FASHION CHANGED SINCE 1900 S

In the s woman wore a lot of big long dresses and corsets. In the s women wear skirts, shorts, jeans, tops, singlets,
dresses, jumpers.

Both sexes were looking for an identity. People and styles became admired within every decade; they created
pop culture icons on and off the runway. By , cars were also growing in popularity, leading to an increase in
demand for fashionable car coats, also known as manteaux automobiles. Sports and beach-wear influenced
fashionable dress, and the sun-tan was coveted for the first time. Similarly, there were shoes for every
occasion; oxfords for a tailored costume, slippers with straps for festive occasions or pumps with pearl
buckles, and finally, boots which were often edged in fur to stave off the winter chill when riding in a carriage
in the winter. Denim jackets, ripped jeans and Dr Martens were three of the top trends during the first half of
the decade, led by fashion icons such as Courtney Love and Winona Ryder. Heavy wooden soles and wedge
heels became commonplace. This unique mix started a firestorm of fashion trends that broke many rules â€”
many rules that needed to be broken. During this time punk rock, rap, and heavy metal music became very
popular. The war had ended and a new decade with new confidence had begun. The "health corset " of this
period removed pressure from the abdomen and created an S-curve silhouette. Flares and bells bottoms were
staple trends especially in the first half of this decade , as were platforms. Tailored suits with no frills allowed
for women maintaining an office job to seem more masculine and blend into the male dominated environment.
Finally, in the '70s, Catherine Bach played Daisy Duke in the ever-so-popular film Dukes of Hazzard and
wowed the world with her sexy cut off denim shorts and a plaid cropped top. The decade embodied
individualism â€” clothing became a symbol of independence and freethinking, a trend that clothing has
personified till today. Parisian couturiers introduced the bias-cut into their designs, which caused the fabric to
skim over the body's curves. These shoes became synonymous with counterculture and were worn by lovers of
grunge, punk rockers, and rockers. Women wore short bob haircuts throughout this decade; they also wore
shorter skirts and dresses â€” well shorter for the time as short meant just above the ankle. Wide-legged, flared
jeans and trousers were another fashion mainstay for both sexes throughout most of the decade. They looked
for ways to express their creativity and individuality. General overview[ edit ] Arrow shirt collars John Singer
Sargent's portrait of Miss Eden shows a fashionable full breast, low neckline, and mass of hair,  Many dresses,
jackets and blouses came with shoulder pads extending further than the shoulders themselves. By the end of
the decade, hats had smaller drooping brims that shaded the face and deep crowns, and the overall top-heavy
effect remained. Waistlines were generally dropped to the hips, with hemlines just below the knee by  The
clothes worn in the 80s depicted people who were trying to find themselves. Having boots made of seal skin
was most common for people in a higher social class. After the war ended in , fabric became more readily
available and many women embraced colourful, patterned fabrics. Items such as flared jeans and platform
shoes characterized clothing styles.


